Nanostructure manipulation device for transmission electron microscopy: application to titania nanoparticle chain aggregates.
Experimental difficulties in studying nanostructures stem from their small size, which limits the use of traditional techniques for measuring their physical properties. We have developed a nanostructure manipulation device to apply tension to chain aggregates mounted in a transmission electron microscope. A 1-mm-long slit was cut in the center of a lead-tin alloy disc, measuring 3 mm in diameter and 200 microm in thickness. The disc was heated to about 140 degrees C before it was pressed between two quartz slides. The disc was then thinned by mechanical dimpling and ion milling until holes developed around the slit. The edges of the slit were 0.2 to 3 microm in thickness while the gap between them was up to a few microns. This disc was bonded to the two plates of a cartridge. The slit could be widened or narrowed at controlled speeds of 0.5 to 300 nm/s. The system was tested using titania (TiO2) nanoparticle chain aggregates (NCA) deposited across the slit. The ends of the NCA remained attached to the edges of the slit, which was widened at about 0.7 nm/s. In this way, the NCA was stretched up to 176% of its initial length before breaking.